
 

The limcon v3 is a fully-customizable, high performance 650W power supply. Based on a popular design from a third party
manufacturer, the limcon v3 can be used for nearly anything from personal computer builds to professional server
environments. It's modular, capable of being built into single rail or dual rail configurations and includes 25% more 80+ bronze
efficiency rating than the previous model. The modding community has really latched onto this unit as there is still plenty of
room for modifications with all 16 PCI-E connectors still intact and two more outputs available via two 4-pin connectors. The
limcon v3 excels in fully-modular designs where the user is willing to give up things like bottom mounted power supplies in an
effort to gain better cooling potential. Even at this price point, with full modularity, the limcon v3 offers nearly all of the
features found in high end power supplies unquestionably putting it at the top of its class with a high cost/performance ratio.  

For more information, please refer to our website: http://www.modders-inc. com Original limcon v3 website:
http://www.modders-inc.com/limcon-v3/  

biosbios (Modder's Inc) - https://web.archive.org/web/20122106142437/http://www.modders-
inc.com/index2.php?option=com_content&view=article&id=9&Itemid=15&lang=en http://www.modders-
inc...limconv3---reviews 

  "We at BIOsBios would like to thank ModDers, Inc for providing us with this review sample. " "We at BIOsBios would like to
thank ModDers, Inc for providing us with the opportunity to review this product."
http://www.hardwaresecrets.com/article/Power-Supply-Review---Modders-Inc-Limcon-V3/#.U7WubVdG1hA 

http://www.hardwaresecrets.com/article/Power-Supply-Review---Modders-Inc-Limcon-V3 

  "The Limcon v3 is a solid power supply for the price point, and certainly worth considering if you build your own chassis."
http://www. hardwaresecrets.com/article/Power-Supply-Review---Modders-Inc-Limcon-V3 

  "The Limcon v3 is a solid power supply for the price point, and certainly worth considering if you build your own chassis."
http://www.hardwaresecrets.com/article/power_supply_review_modders_inc_limcon_v3/#comments "The Limcon v3 is a fully
modular, high performance 650W power supply. Based on a popular design from a third party manufacturer, the limcon v3 can
be used for nearly anything from personal computer builds to professional server environments.
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